
PAPER ART SHARK
Turn this paper into a shark to

celebrate SHARK WEEK!

Find more storytime resources at https://toplayishuman.com/storytime/

https://toplayishuman.com/storytime/


PAPER ART SHARK
Some things to think about while you

complete this activity:

Challenge:
Create a Paper Art Shark using construction paper, eye
stickers, glue stick, and scissors. When the Paper Art
Shark is completed (and the glue is dry!), it can be used
as a postcard, framed as a work of art, or even be used
as an oversized bookmark. If you don't have paper in
these colors, you can cut out white paper and color it!

Questions:
1. Without a template, how can I cut these 
    shapes to represent a shark in the water?
2. How can I arrange the shark’s mouth and 
    eyes to express different emotions?
3. How can I use or display art creations?
4. How can I use crayons to add other elements 
    to my work of art?



STEP 1
Decide if you want a pointy
or round shark head, then
cut the gray paper into a
shark head shape

STEP 2
Cut the dark blue paper to
form waves across one long
edge

STEPS 3 & 4
Cut the black paper into a
mouth shape

Cut the white paper into
teeth shapes



STEP 5
Use glue to place the gray
shark head onto the light
blue sky background, flat
edge at the bottom

STEP 6
Use glue to place the dark
blue water across the bottom
edge of the shark head,
wavy side at the top



STEP 7
Use glue to place the black
mouth shape on the shark
head, then glue the white
teeth into the mouth 

STEP 8
Add eye stickers to complete
the shark's face

TADA! You've got a shark!
TIP: before you adhere the mouth and eyes, try arranging them in different

ways to find the layout you like best, then glue/sticker!
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